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About al-Uqlidisi, we know nothing except that in A.D. 952/3
he wrote this book in Damascus. The work, however, the
earliest extant Arabic text of Hindu arithmetic, shows the
author as a prolific writer and an expert in teaching the
subject.
That the earliest decimal sign and treatment of decimal
fractions is herein presented is now well-known, but there
are many other novelties awaiting the reader. Many inno-
vations so far attributed by D. E. Smith and others to early
European writers will henceforth be credited to their proper
inventors in the Middle East.
The Introduction and the Commentary Notes present ample
knowledge for the student of history of science. The writer,
Professor A. S. Saidan, of Jordan University, is a specialist
in the field. He has spent many years studying the develop-
ment of Hindu Arithmetic in Arabic works. The present work,
is one of many publications that he has presented to the
scholarly world.

D. Reidel Publishing Company
P.O. Box 17, Dordrecht-Holland
Lincoln Building, 160 Old Derby Street,
Hingham, Mass.02043-U.S.A.
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Dictionary of
BRITISH AND IRISH BOTANISTS
AND HORTICULTURISTS
including Plant Collectors and Botanical Artists

RAY DESMOND Former Chief Librarian and Archivist,
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

This work, the result of several years intensive research, is the latest
revision of J. Britten and G. E. S. Boulger's A Biographical Index of
British and Irish Botanists (1893) revised by A. B. Rendle in 1931.
The 2,700 entries in the last edition have been almost quadrupled
not only by scanning books and periodicals published up to 1975 but
also by enlarging the scope of the work. In this latest edition nursery-
men, gardeners and horticultural writers now join botanists, plant
collectors and botanical artists. The entries relate mainly to people
born in the British Isles, but occasionally other nationals who made
significant contributions to British plant science have been added.
So far as the information is available each entry consists of full names,
dates and places of birth and death, brief details of education,
qualifications, career, major publications, biographical references in
books and periodicals, location of plant collections, manuscripts,
drawings and portraits.
A completely new feature is the Subject Index which classifies many
of the entries under profession, plants or the country in which the
flora has been collected and studied. The chronological sequence
under each heading could serve as a useful introduction to the study
of the historical development of the discipline, profession or trade.
More than 300 books and 160 periodical titles have been scanned to
make this new edition as complete as possible and an indispensable
reference work for botanists, horticulturists, historians, librarians
and archivists.

May 1977/242 x 176 mm/764 pages/cloth
0 85066 089 0
£40.00 net

TAYLOR & FRANCIS LTD
10-14 Macklin Street, London WC2B 5NF
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The British Society for the
History of Science

THE object of the Society is to further the study of the history of science by
holding meetings for the reading and discussion of papers and by facilitating the
publication of relevant material. The British Journal /or the History of Science is
published by the Society as its official organ.

There will normally be a summer meeting, a winter meeting, and an Easter
meeting of the Society. Additional meetings are arranged for specific occasions
such as important anniversaries.

Membership, which includes a subscription to The British Journal for the
History of Science, is open to all persons approved by the Council of the Society
and elected at an ordinary meeting. The annual subscription is £7.00
(US $21.00 in the Americas and Japan) or, for Students, £3.00 ($9.00).

Membership: Applications for membership should be made on a form
that is available from The Administrator, The British Society for the History
of Science, Halfpenny Furze, Mill Lane, Chalfont St Giles, Bucks. HP8 4NR.

THE BRITISH JOURNAL FOR THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE

THE Journal is published three times a year, in March, July, and November,
and the three parts published in any one year constitute a volume.

Editorial matters: Papers for inclusion in the Journal should be submitted
to the Hon. Editor, Dr N. W. Fisher, Department of History and Philosophy
of Science, King's College, Aberdeen AB9 2UB, from whom instructions may
be obtained concerning the presentation and documentation of papers. All
communications on editorial matters, and books for review, should be ad-
dressed to the Hon. Editor.

Advertising: Particulars about advertising in the Journal may be obtained
from The Administrator, The British Society for the History of Science, Half-
penny Furze, Mill Lane, Chalfont St Giles, Bucks. HP8 4NR.

Orders and back issues: Orders for the Journal and inquiries about
back issues should be addressed to The Administrator, The British Society
for the History of Science, Halfpenny Furze, Mill Lane, Chalfont St Giles,
Bucks. HP8 4NR. Claims for missing copies should be made within six months
of publication. The annual subscription for non-members is £10.00 ($30.00).
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